Janet’s Tip #208

Excel: Things you should never do #2
•

NEVER USE NUMBERS FOR COLUMN HEADINGS.

Why not?
For a few reasons, but the most common being that Excel doesn’t know the difference between the numeric
column heading and the numbers contained in that column. Let’s say you had a heading entitled 2018 and
that column was filled with expense amounts. If you sat at the bottom of the column and used the AutoSum
function to add up all your expenses, the amount would be out by $2018 because Excel would mistake the
year as an expense figure. Excel doesn’t know that one of the numbers shouldn’t be included in the total.
What should I do?
Always include text in the heading. Entitle the column heading “Year: 2018” instead of just “2018”, for
example.
•

STOP USING SO MANY CROSS TAB LAYOUTS

Why not?
First of all, let’s make sure you understand what I mean:
Cross tab layouts are where you have one set of headings going
down a column (maybe like months of the year, or employee
names listed in column A) and another set of headings (expense
categories? Years? Whatever) going across the spreadsheet.

This is a crosstab layout

Back to why not…although this layout looks good for reporting purposes it is almost useless when it comes to
using the data any other way. Excel is a heck of a good data analyzer – but in order for Excel to be able to do
what it does best, you need to help out…but organizing the data efficiently. And that means in row/list format
– just like a database.
But I need that cross tab layout to present to my boss/committee/etc! Well…that’s what PIVOT TABLES are
for. In only seconds, you can have whatever layout – and filter/grouping/analysis you need.
What should I do?
Start small. Start with one (important) spreadsheet and start looking a how you can convert it into a big list.
Don’t forget – you can build in drop-down lists to help you cut down on repetitive typing (and ensure
accuracy!).
And learn Pivot Tables. They rock. And they are w-a-y easier than they look. I can’t tell you how many of our
students have told me how scary pivot tables look and how that has kept them from going near them. Five
minutes into our Pivot Table lesson (in our Excel Level 3 course) they’re like “You are kidding me!”.
•

STOP USING SO MANY WORKSHEETS

Why not?
Again, let’s make sure you understand what I mean:
I’m talking about having tabs along the bottom of your Excel file: one for January, one for February, etc. Or
maybe one for this location, one for that location, etc.
Back to why not: it makes it too difficult to get a look at the “big picture” – too difficult to filter or get totals for
all the data.
What should I do?
Same solution as the cross tabs – put everything into ONE sheet/list. As long as the data belongs together, of
course – don’t mix school bus scheduling with garage parts inventory, or crime statistics with vehicle
maintenance. I’m not saying you shouldn’t ever have more than one worksheet – charts and pivot tables are
great items to delegate to other worksheets. As is unrelated data (as mentioned a moment ago).

